
US FILTER SIEMENS BUSINESS PLAN

Siemens, USFilter Plan Big for Water Treatment making it the cornerstone of the new Siemens Water Technologies
global business â€” which now generates.

Siemens is trying expand on the U. I never gave a good gas pass about which machine we needed to sell,
which machines were the most profitable, or any other non-essential market mumbo jumbo. I have my own
views, a plan for what I believe is the perfect business model, and some historical evidence to support my
thoughts, but that may be food for another article or discussion. Again, different cultures that were mostly
toxic to each other. Helguera is recognized in the market for its highly trained staff and focus on providing
superior, professional service. The Congressional Budget Office CBO recently set projections over the next 20
years for investments on drinking water and wastewater systems in the U. Like you, I watched a large part of
the water industry become degraded and polluted by buffoons who had absolutely no experience, love or
interest in water other than to promote their own career and agendas. Water-intensive industries such as pulp
and paper can specify Siemens for both manufacturing process and treatment systems and services. He
frowned and explaind that there was no such thing. I thought to myself, no shit? Many people who were
squashed in the transition were the ones who should have been leading the industry. Again, I am steadfast in
this belief. The transaction, which is expected to close before the end of September, is subject to regulatory
approval. Had Siemens not entered the water business, GE would not have entered it. A man I admire greatly,
Bill Watson, hired me away from my dialysis job to be a clinical water specialist, shared a gem of wisdom that
I have kept close to me all the days of my career, and it has not once failed me. As I described my experience I
touched on using chelating resin for metals removal. Bill created in me the vision that machines, technology,
inventory, marketing plans and product releases had absolutely no validity in the water industry other than
serving me to delight my cistomer. Siemens and GE had a school yard fight. Radke outlined the company's
plan to bring USFilter technology to global customers via the Siemens world-wide network of sales and
service offices. A Mexican company with 15 years of experience in water purification, Helguera will represent
Siemens Water Technologies, selling and servicing its water purification systems in Mexico and Latin
America. The company in March wrote down the value of the unit by 2. At Weirton Steel I sold management
on a water softener as a replacement to antiscalant for boiler feed. In the U. The growing water business will
play a critical role within our industrial activities at Siemens," Joergen Ole Haslestad, president of Siemens'
Industrial Solutions and Services division, said in a press release. None of that has a dmaned thing to do with
delighting a customer. Siemens AG announced today it has agreed to purchase the worldwide systems and
services businesses of the USFilter Corp. Should Siemens not have exited the water business, GE would not
have exited the water business. I remember when I interviewed for Arrowhead, I made it through everyone
and ended the day in an interview with a guy named Doug Schwartz. He passed, but told the head hunter he
was okay with hiring me, but that I tried to BS him about resin. Veolia, which does a fourth of its business in
the U. Siemens will further integrate the USFilter portfolio into its global operations to benefit from the brand
awareness and know-how of one of the leading U.


